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South East Strategic Leaders and South East England Councils 

(Examination in Public IDs 2448 and 3133) 

London Plan:  Examination in Public – Matter M16 

Wider South East and Beyond 
 

M16 –  

 

(a)  How, if at all, should the Plan address the matter of development and 

growth in the Wider South East?  

(b)  Are policies SD2 and SD3 necessary, and would they be effective in 
assisting in implementation of the Plan and/or informing a future review of the 

Plan? 

 

 

SEEC/SESL Comments on M16 part (a) 

 

1. Planning for development and growth in the wider South East outside London 
is the responsibility of councils in those areas through local plans and other 

infrastructure and related growth plans.  Whilst the London Plan has no remit 

to directly address issues in the wider South East, it is right that it 

recognises the importance of London’s relationship with its surrounding 

areas given the local and national economic significance of sustaining 

success in London and the wider South East.  Together London, the South 
East and East of England have a population of 24.3 million, 156 councils and 

contribute 54% of England’s economic value (GVA).  

 

2. As we set out below, we would welcome the Inspectors’ input to secure 

clarity on how specific aspects of London Plan policies and supporting text 

will be implemented given their implications for the wider South East.  If not 

addressed, these will leave uncertainty which could not only hinder 
implementation of the London Plan, but also impact on the wider South 

East’s own plans for growth.    

 

SEEC-SESL comments on M16 part (b) 

 

Policy SD2 – Collaboration in the Wider South East 
 

3. SEEC and SESL welcome the principle of Policy SD2 - in the spirit of existing 

joint Wider South East political engagement – of London working with 

councils in the wider South East, to deliver mutual benefits from growth and 

to secure investment and national policy changes needed to help both areas.  

 
4. The wider South East and London are the drivers of the national economy, 

home to the UK’s largest regional populations, and consistently deliver the 

highest homes growth and net financial returns to the Treasury.  It is, in 

part, the strong interdependencies between the areas that make them both 
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successful.  But it is also important to recognise that the wider South East is 

more than a commuter economy; it has  strong economies  of its own, which 

need investment to sustain and grow, supporting local growth plans, and 

continuing to make a vital net contribution to UK-wide public finances.   
 

5. Whilst it is rightly the role of councils outside London to plan for their areas, 

the Mayor’s Plan will have implications for our areas given the 

interrelationships.  We welcome acknowledgement in Policy SD2 of the need 

for ongoing political engagement.  As presented in our submissions on 

Matters M5 and M6, it will be important to build on existing arrangements to 
support ongoing engagement on the Plan and action on other areas of 

mutual concern such as tackling housing delivery barriers.   

 

Policy SD3 – Growth locations in the Wider South East and beyond 

 

6. We welcome recognition in the Plan that wider South East transport 
investment is needed to ensure existing economic and homes growth plans 

are delivered and transport deficits addressed – not simply to open up new 

growth corridors for London’s unmet housing needs.   

 

7. There is, however, a need for further clarity over the purpose and intentions 

of Policy SD3 and its supporting text.  The policy appears to relate to 

investment in strategic infrastructure to support growth where there are 
relationships to London.  However, the supporting text seems to turn away 

from infrastructure and towards the delivery challenges associated with 

housing growth, including the introduction of the concept of ‘willing 

partners’.  We will comment on further clarifications needed on London’s 

housing growth target/supply challenges in submissions on Matters M18 and 

M19.  However, in relation to Policy SD3, we ask the Inspectors to consider 
supporting the following points.  These would improve clarity on 

implementing the ‘willing partners’ approach and joint working on wider 

South East infrastructure. 

 

Willing Partners 

 

8. Despite the Mayor’s welcome aim to accommodate the vast majority of 
London’s growth in its own boundaries, Policy SD3 supporting text explains 

he is interested in working with ‘willing partners’ for growth beyond London 

as ‘prudent … longer-term contingencies’.   

 

9. Councils across the wider South East are already planning and delivering 

high housing growth.  This is designed to meet local demands but also 
reflects, where appropriate, an allowance for migration from London. This is 

because migration patterns relating to London are incorporated in the official 

population data that underpins objectively assessed housing need for 

relevant areas in the wider South East.  However, many face significant 

constraints (including Green Belt, AONB, National Parks, SSSIs and SPAs) 

and overstretched infrastructure that prevents them offering to 
accommodate further London growth.  The South East has an estimated 

£15.4bn infrastructure funding gap to 2030.  Therefore, whilst local 

situations vary, the Mayor should not assume London’s unmet housing needs 

can easily be met in the wider South East.  SEEC and SESL, therefore, 
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welcome the Plan’s focus on only willing partner councils – rather than all 

areas outside London – who might choose to come forward if they think they 

may be able to help accommodate any jobs or unmet London housing needs 

in return for mutual benefits.   
 

10. The Mayor’s process for this engagement, and the benefits for areas outside 

London, however, are not made clear by the Plan.  There is a risk that 

provision made to help London will result in dormitory settlements with 

working populations commuting into London, but with no local improvement 

in facilities.  If the Policy is to be implemented effectively, it would be helpful 
if the Inspectors could consider recommending the following issues be 

addressed in the final Plan. 

 

i) To help councils outside London consider whether they may be in a 

position to discuss being a ‘willing partner’ for growth with the Mayor, 

clarification is needed in the Plan on the benefits to councils and what the 
Mayor is asking for.  In this way, potential partners can see if there could 

be mutually beneficial outcomes, supporting local economic and other 

growth ambitions: 

 

 If taking extra housing growth from London is to support local 

social/economic ambitions, what infrastructure investment (such as 

for transport or affordable housing) would come with it? 
 If relocated jobs are to support local economic growth, what type of 

jobs would be included, what type of sites would be required, and 

how would businesses be persuaded to move?  

 What is the timescale of the Mayor’s ‘longer-term contingency’?  How 

does this fit with preparation of local plans in the wider South East, 

which are already looking at least 15 years ahead?   
 

ii) There is concern that there has been little sustained attempt by the GLA 

to identify, establish or develop working relationships with authorities who 

could be potential willing partners for growth.  SEEC and SESL members 

have previously suggested the Mayor undertake a formal call for 

interested councils outside London to come forward who want to discuss 

being a ‘willing growth partner’.  The Inspectors’ support for this would 
provide a more structured, transparent and certain approach than GLA’s 

current informal discussions.  

 

Joint working on wider South East infrastructure 

 

11. We welcome the Mayor’s commitment in Policy SD3 to work with wider 
South East councils and other partners to secure mutual benefits on growth 

and infrastructure.  The wider South East and London are the UK’s economic 

powerhouses.  The interdependencies that underpin their collective success 

rely on effective transport in both London and throughout the wider South 

East.  It is vital the wider South East is not seen simply as London’s 

commuter belt – alongside the Mayor’s ambitions for London, councils in the 
wider South East are ambitious to realise their own strong economic growth 

potential, but this is being held back by inadequate infrastructure funding.  

These concerns are reinforced by research for SEEC showing a £15.4bn 

infrastructure funding gap by 2030 in the South East alone.  
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12. Challenges exist in the wider South East for those commuting within the 

area, as well as those commuting in and out of London.  These include train 

overcrowding, increasing demand for rail travel, rises in fares, the need for 

new orbital and radial routes, and improving the reliability of existing 
services.  The Plan’s inclusion (referred to in Policy SD3’s supporting text) of 

the initial 13 Wider South East strategic transport infrastructure priorities, as 

endorsed by the Wider South East Political Steering Group and Summit, is 

welcome given the importance of growing the economies of both London and 

the wider South East, as well as supporting links between them.  However, 

we ask for the Inspectors’ support on the issues below, to ensure progress 
on implementing transport priorities which can deliver mutual economic 

benefits for the wider South East as well as London. 

 

i) Continued joint working to progress mutually beneficial transport schemes 

through political engagement with wider South East councils, and 

emerging Sub-National Transport Bodies, is a shared priority: 
 

 It is important that the Plan continues to be clear that relevant 

transport investments are needed to deliver mutual economic 

benefits for the wider South East as well as London.  Benefits could 

include relieving existing congestion and encouraging more ‘self-

sufficient’ areas outside London.  For example, better orbital routes 

outside London would increase direct travel options, reducing travel 
and changes within London’s network, which could assist the Mayor’s 

transport strategy aims. 

 Clarity would be helpful on what the Mayor can do to help progress 

key shared transport priorities in the wider South East such as 

funding or jointly making the case to the Government for investment 

and funding powers/freedoms. 
 The Plan must be clear that relevant transport priorities, needed to 

meet existing wider South East demand for homes and jobs, are not 

assumed to be corridors for extra growth from London.  Growth 

patterns and priorities in the wider South East are for councils and 

communities in that area to determine; it is important that the Plan 

does not prejudice local growth plans outside London’s boundaries. 

 The Plan must make clear that the initial list of shared Wider South 
East transport priorities may be further refined or evolve over the 20 

year timeframe of the Plan, reflecting progress on existing schemes 

or newly emerging priorities.  This includes work by the emerging 

Sub-National Transport Bodies and possible implications for the 

alignment of priorities in the longer-term. 

 


